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ONE-POINT COVERS OF ELLIPTIC CURVES AND
GOOD REDUCTION
JAMES PHILLIPS
Abstract. Raynaud gave a criterion for a branched G-cover of
curves defined over a mixed-characteristic discretely valued field K
with residue characteristic p to have good reduction in the case of
either a three-point cover of P1 or a one-point cover of an elliptic
curve. Specifically, such a cover has potentially good reduction
whenever G has a Sylow p-subgroup of order p and the absolute
ramification index ofK is less than the number of conjugacy classes
of order p in G. In the case of an elliptic curve, we generalize this
to the case in which G has an arbitrarily large cyclic Sylow p-
subgroup.
1. Introduction
Let f : Y → X be aG-Galois cover branched at r points. For the case
of X = P1 and r = 3, in [9], Raynaud gives a criterion for such covers
to have good reduction to characteristic p over mixed-characteristic
discretely valued fields. Specifically, f has good reduction whenever
p strictly divides the order of the Galois group, G, of this cover and
the absolute ramification index of the field is less than the number of
conjugacy classes of elements of order p in G. Motivating this was the
surjection due to Grothendieck ([2]) of tame fundamental groups:
pr : π1(P
1
K \ {0, 1,∞})
p−tame → π1(P
1
k \ {0, 1,∞})
tame.
Understanding the kernel of this map amounts to determining the
p-tame three-point covers having good reduction.
In the same paper, Raynaud suggested that one may obtain a similar
result for both three-point covers and one-point covers (that is to say,
covers of elliptic curves branched over one point) whose Galois groups
have arbitrarily large cyclic Sylow p-subgroups. Indeed, Raynaud’s
own result holds also in the one-point cover case, and the two cases
often have analogous properties: for instance, both have the same e´tale
fundamental group. Moreover, in [6], Obus obtained this very result in
the three-point case. We complete the analogy in the following:
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Theorem 1. Let G be a finite group with cyclic Sylow p-subgroup.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic p, K0 =
Frac(W (k)), and K be a finite extension of K0 such that the absolute
ramification index of K is less than the number of conjugacy classes
of order p in G. Let f : Y → E be a one-point G-cover defined over
K, where E is an elliptic curve having good reduction. Then f has
potentially good reduction.
Raynaud’s proof relied on the study of the stable reduction of such
covers. One obtains the stable model after at most a finite base change
of the ground field. The Galois group of this extension is called the
monodromy group of the cover and its p-part is called the wild mon-
odromy. Raynuad showed that this wild monodromy of such an f is
trivial, which sufficed to conclude potentially good reduction.
An analogous result holds for covers having cyclic Sylow p-subgroups,
which is also due to Obus in [4]. He instead, however, concluded good
reduction from the torsor structure of the cover at specific components.
We follow a similar route. We must account for the fact that a cover
of an elliptic curve need not ramify, so that we have a “borderline”
case which does not arise in the case of P1. Such covers, however, are
necessarily isogenies of elliptic curves, so this does not present much
new difficulty.
In §2, we recall some facts regarding stable models of covers and
their ramificaiton. In particular, we have Obus’ ([4]) vanishing cycles
formula, which places restrictions on the ramification based on the
genus of the base curve and the number of branch points. In §3, we
review the notion of multiplicative reduction. One can view reduction
to characteristic p as “losing” information and multiplicative reduction
as being a way of “recovering” some of this lost information. We also
outline the construction of the auxiliary cover, a cover obtained from
the original cover but whose Galois group will be of the form Z/ps ⋊
Z/m, where m is prime to p. We prove an analogue of a result of
Wewers ([13]) on Jacobians of tame cyclic covers of elliptic curves to
detect multiplicative reduction in this auxiliary cover. Finally, in §4,
we adapt a result of Obus ([6]) to show that a one-point cover defined
over a sufficiently small field (for instance, one described in Theorem 1)
having bad reduction cannot have multiplicative reduction over certain
components, allowing us to conclude good reduction.
1.1. Notation. Throughout this paper, a one-point cover will refer to
a cover of an elliptic curve branched over one point; we typically assume
this point to be the origin. A G-cover of K-curves refers to a finite
map of curves f : Y → X , where both X and Y are smooth, projective,
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and geometrically integral K-curves and the extension K(Y )/K(X) is
Galois with group G. When G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, P , we
denote by mG the value |NG(P )|/ZG(P )|.
Given an arbitrary scheme morphism f : Y → X and a finite group
G having a subgroup H with H ⊆ Aut(Y/X), IndGHf : Ind
G
HY → X is
the map obtained by taking the disjoint union of [G : H ] copies of Y
and applying f to each copy.
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2. Stable reduction
2.1. The stable model. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring
with characteristic 0 fraction field K and and positive characteristic p
residue field k. Let X be a curve defined over K having good reduction;
we denote a fixed good model of X by XR. Let f : Y → X be a G-
Galois cover defined over K with prime-to-p branching indices, where
G is a finite group with cyclic Sylow p-subgroup and Y is a curve of
genus at least 2; we suppose that the branch points of f are defined
over K and specialize to distinct points of Xk = XR ×R k.
We know from Deligne and Mumford ([1], Corollary 2.7) that there
is a finite extension of K for which we have a stable model Y st of Y
over the valuation ring of this extension; that is to say, the special fiber
Y¯ has only ordinary double points as singularities and any irreducible
component of Y¯ having genus 0 contains at least 3 marked points n our
situation, (that is, ramification points or points of intersection with the
rest of Y¯ ).
We combine this with the work of Raynaud in [9] and Liu in [3] to
obtain the stable model of f , f st : Y st → Xst, where Y st is the stable
model of Y , as above, Xst = Y st/G, and the ramification points on the
generic fiber of f specialize to distinct smooth points of Y¯ . The cover
f st is defined over the valuation ring Rst of a minimal finite extension
Kst of K.
We call the special fiber f¯ : Y¯ → X¯ the stable reduction of f . When
Y¯ is smooth, we say that f has potentially good reduction; elsewise, we
say that f has bad reduction.
We can view Xst as a blow-up of XR ×R R
st. We call the strict
transform of the special fiber under this blow-up the original compo-
nent, which we denote X¯0.
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2.2. Ramification on the special fiber. The action of G on Y st
induces an action on Y¯ . By [9], Proposition 2.4.11, the inertia groups
of this action at the generic points of Y¯ are p-groups. If V¯ is an
irreducible component of Y¯ , we will denote by IV¯ and DV¯ the inertia
and decomposition groups, respectively, at the generic point of V¯ .
In X¯ , the inertia groups at the generic point of an irreducible com-
ponent U¯ are conjugate p-groups; if they have order pi, we call U¯ a pi
component. We say that U¯ is e´tale when i = 0 and inseparable oth-
erwise. This comes from the fact that, since Y¯ is reduced, the inertia
arises from an inseparable extension of residue fields at this generic
point. By [4], Corollary 2.11, if U¯ and U¯ ′ are two intersecting compo-
nents of X¯ , then either IU¯ ⊆ IU¯ ′ or IU¯ ′ ⊆ IU¯ (we stress that this relies
crucially on the Sylow p-subgroup being cyclic).
We call an irreducible component U¯ a tail if it intersects the rest of
X¯ at exactly one point; otherwise, it is an interior component. If, in
addition, a tail contains the specialization of a branch point, we call
this tail primitive; otherwise, we say that it is new. This follows the
convention established, for example, in [9]. We index the new e´tale
tails and primitive e´tale tails by the sets Bnew and Bprim, respectively.
Now let x be a point of intersection of two components U¯ and U¯ ′ with
IU¯ ′ ⊆ IU¯ and let y be a point lying above x, the intersection point of two
components V¯ and V¯ ′ lying above U¯ ′ and U¯ , respectively. Following
[4], we call the conductor of higher ramification (as in [10], for instance)
of the extension of complete discrete valuation rings OˆU¯ ,x →֒ OˆV¯ ,y the
effective ramification invariant at x, denoted σx. If x is on a tail X¯b
we will often simply write σb for σx.
We recall the following, which places some bounds on these invari-
ants; it is originally found in [4] in the form of Lemmas 2.20 and 4.2:
Lemma 2.1. The effective ramification invariants σb are positive and
lie in 1
mG
Z. If σb is a new tail, we have σb ≥ 1 +
1
mG
In the case in which G = Z/ps ⋊ Z/m and f : Y → E is a G-
cover branched at the points P1, . . . , Pr, r > 1, where E is an elliptic
curve having good reduction over R, we can be more precise as to the
fractional parts of the σb, to be denoted 〈σb〉. We can decompose f
into an e´tale Z/pn-cover Y → Z and a Z/m-cover g : Z → E given,
birationally, by zm = fr · fu, where fr and fu are rational functions
on E corresponding to, respectively, a divisor in the form
∑r
i=1 aiPi
and an m-divisible divisor on E. The following is a generalization of
[13], Proposition 1.8, originally found in [6], Proposition 3.6. It was
originally proven in the case in which the base curve is P1, but can
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be proven identically in the case in which the base curve is an elliptic
curve E.
Proposition 2.2. Let f : Y → E be a G = Z/ps⋊Z/m-cover branched
in r ≥ 1 points and let f ss be a fixed semistable model for f ; let X¯b be an
e´tale tail of E¯ss containing the specialization of a unique branch point
xi and intersecting an inseparable component of E¯
ss. Then 〈σb〉 =
ai
m
,
where the former denotes the fractional part of σb.
In [9], Corollary 3.4.4, we find the vanishing cycles formula, which
relates the invariants σb and the genus of X in the case in which G has
a Sylow p-subgroup of the form Z/p. This formula is generalized to the
case in which G has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup in [4], Theorem 3.14;
we recall this version below:
Theorem 2.3. Let f : Y → X be a G-Galois cover branched at r
points having bad reduction, where G has cyclic Sylow p-subgroup; let
g be the genus of X; let Bet be an indexing set for the e´tale tails, each
having effective ramification invariant σb. Then we have
2g − 2 + r =
∑
b∈Bet
(σb − 1)
In particular, when f is an elliptic curve, we have
r =
∑
b∈Bnew
(σb − 1) +
∑
b∈Bprim
σb
3. Reduction types
We maintain the assumptions of §2; namely, that f : Y → E is a
G-cover branched at r ≥ 1 points with prime-to-p branching indices,
G having a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, and Y having genus at least 2.
Now we will consider the torsor structure of the reduction of one-point
covers f : Y → X = E. These will eventually play a key part in the
proof of the main theorem.
3.1. Multiplicative reduction. Supposing that f has bad reduction,
we fix a semistable model f ss : Y ss → Ess. Let U¯ be an inseparable
component of E¯ss and let V¯ be a component of Y¯ ss lying above W¯
having decomposition and inertia group DV¯ and IV¯ , respectively. The
group DV¯ has a normal subgroup of order p, since IV¯ is normal in
DV¯ and IV¯ is cyclic. Then [4], Corollary 2.4, implies that DV¯ has a
maximal normal prime-to-p subgroup with DV¯ /N ∼= Z/p
j
⋊Z/mDV¯ for
some j > 0; we denote by P the Sylow p-subgroup of DV¯ /N .
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Let η be the generic point of V¯ /N . The group P acts on OˆYR/N,η;
we denote this ring by B and its subring fixed by P by A. The action
of P on the residue field of B is trivial, so that B is a totally ramified
extension of A. We say that f has multiplicative reduction when B/A
has the structure of a µpj -torsor.
Following [6], we have an equivalent formulation which will be of
use to us. We say that B/A, as above, is of µpj -type if Frac(B) is a
Kummer extension of Frac(A) given by the adjunction of a pj
th
root
of a unit in B that does not reduce to a pth power in the residue field
of A. Similarly, we say that B/A is potentially of µpj -type if the base-
change by some field, K ′, is of µpj -type. The former is equivalent to
B/A having the structure of a µpj -torsor.
Now we assume that G is of the form Z/ps ⋊ Z/m and is branched
at the points P1, . . . , Pr, r > 1. As we saw in §2, we can decompose f
into an e´tale Z/ps-cover Y → Z and a branched Z/m-cover, Z → E.
Let χ : Z/m → µm(K) be a character of order m. We have the
reduction χ¯ of χ, which gives a map Z → F×p . We then may use χ¯
to obtain a semidirect product, Z/p ⋊ Z/m. The p-cyclic cover above
Z is e´tale, so corresponds to a nontrivial class in H1et(Z,Z/p)χ. Let-
ting JZ denote the Jacobian of Z, we have a canonical isomorphism
H1et(Z,Z/p)χ
∼= JZ [p]χ(−1). Moreover, we have that JZ [p]χ(−1) =
HomFp(µp((¯K)), JZ [p]χ). Choosing a p
th root of unity in a fixed alge-
braic closure K¯ of K, we identify JZ [p]χ(−1) with JZ [p]χ. We have the
following result concerning the structure of the Jacobian, Jac(Z¯)[p]χ¯,
of the special fiber Z¯, which we denote J¯ [p]χ¯:
Proposition 3.1. Let g¯ : Z¯ → E¯ be an m-cyclic cover given, bi-
rationally, by the equation zm = fr · fu, where fr and fu are ra-
tional functions on E corresponding to, respectively, a divisor in the
form
∑r
i=1 aiPi and an m-divisible divisor on E,
∑ρ
j=1mbjQj with
branch locus {P1, . . . , Pr}, r ≥ 2, satisfying
∑
ai = m. Then J¯ [p]χ¯ ∼=(
Z/p
)r−1
× µp.
Proof. The action of Z/m on g¯∗OZ¯ arising from that on Z¯ gives us the
decomposition
g¯∗OZ¯ =
⊕
Lψ¯,
where ψ¯ runs through all characters Z→ k×, into isotypical line bun-
dles.
The rational function z will have zeros of order bj at each Qj and a
pole of order 1
m
(∑
ai + m
∑
bj
)
= 1 +
∑
bj at ∞. This function is
a rational section of χ¯, so we get deg(Lχ¯) =
∑
bj − (1 +
∑
bj) = −1.
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Similarly, zm−1 has zeros of order ai − 1 at each x¯i, zeros of order
bj(m − 1) at each Pj and a pole of order (1 +
∑
bj)(m − 1) at ∞, so
that deg(Lχ¯−1) = (m−r)+(m−1)
∑
bj−(1+
∑
bj)(m−1) = 1−r. So
H1(Z¯,OZ¯)χ¯ and H
1(Z¯,OZ¯)χ¯−1 have respective dimensions 1 and r−1.
Combining [7], Corollary 5.11, and [12], Theorem 2.1, we may com-
pute the rank of J¯ [p]χ¯ as a group scheme as
dimk(H
1
dR
(Z¯)χ¯) = dimk(H
1(Z¯,OZ¯)χ¯) + dimk(H
0(Z¯,ΩZ¯/k)χ¯) = r
since H0(Z¯,ΩZ¯/k)χ¯ is dual to H
1(Z¯,OZ¯)χ¯−1 .
There is a canonical k-linear isomorphism Lie(J [p]) ∼= H1(Z¯,OZ¯); it
is compatible with the Z/m action, so we also have an isomorphism of
χ¯-eigenspaces. So Lie(J [p]χ¯) has dimension 1 and J [p]χ¯ is isomorphic
to
(
Z/p
)r−1
× G, where G is either µp or αp. Since J¯ [p]χ¯−1 is dual to
J¯ [p]χ¯, we also have that J¯ [p]χ¯−1 is isomorphic to
(
µp
)r−1
× G′, where
G′ will be dual to G. Since Lie(J [p])χ¯−1 has dimension r − 1, we must
have G′ = Z/p, and so J¯ [p]χ¯ =
(
Z/p
)r−1
× µp, as we wanted.

We say that f : Y → E is of multiplicative type when
∑r
i=1 ai = m,
as is the case in the previous proposition. The following is analogous
to [6], Proposition 3.7 and gives the reasoning behind the terminology
multiplicative type:
Proposition 3.2. Let f : Y → X = E be a G = Z/ps ⋊ Z/m-Galois
cover of multiplicative type. Then any semistable model f ss : Y ss →
Xss of f has multiplicative reduction above every inseparable component
of X¯ss.
Proof. If s = 1, then by Proposition 3.1 and [8], p. 190, the p-cyclic
cover Y → Z reduces to a µp-cover above the generic point of each
component, and so will have multiplicative reduction above every com-
ponent.
If s > 1, then f has a quotient Z/p⋊ Z/m-cover, h, which will also
be of multiplicative type, so that any semistable model of h will have
multiplicative reduction over every component of X¯ss. In particular,
every component of X¯ss will be a ps-component for f . LetKss be a field
of definition for f ss, a semistable model for f ; since K has algebraically
closed residue field, [6], Lemma 2.2 implies that f ss has multiplicative
reduction over all of X¯ , as we wanted.

3.2. The auxiliary cover. Raynaud’s proof of potentially good re-
duction in [9] the case of a G-cover having a Z/p Sylow p-subgroup
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relies on the construction of the auxiliary cover. Obus ([5]) general-
ized this construction to the case of a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup, whose
properties we recall here (cf. [9], [5]):
Construction 3.3. Over some finite extension K ′ of K, we construct
the auxiliary cover of f , a Gaux-Galois cover faux : Y aux → Xaux, with
Gaux ≤ G, having the following properties:
(i) (Xaux)ss = Xst and X¯aux = X¯.
(ii) There is an e´tale neighborhood Z of the union of the inseparable
components of X¯ with the property that, as covers, f st×XstZ ∼=(
IndGGaux(f
aux)st
)
×Xst Z.
(iii) The branch locus of faux consists of a branch point xb of index
mb for each e´tale tail X¯b of X¯ for which mb > 1. If X¯b is
primitive, so that it contains a branch point of f , xb is this
corresponding branch point. If X¯b is new, xb specializes to a
smooth point.
(iv) Given an e´tale tail X¯b of X¯ and an irreducible component V¯b
of Y¯ aux above X¯b with effective ramification invariant σ
aux
b , we
have σauxb = σb.
(v) If N is the maximal prime-to-p normal subgroup of Gaux, then
Gaux/N ∼= Z/ps ⋊ Z/mGaux with s ≥ 1.
We denote by Gst the quotient in (v); we then call the Gstr-quotient
cover of faux the strong auxiliary cover, denoted f str : Y str → Xstr.
The upper-numbered filtration for the higher ramification groups is un-
affected by taking quotients, so both the auxiliary cover and the strong
auxiliary cover will have the same effective ramification invariants as
the original cover. By passing to either cover, we allow ourselves the
convenience of studying the ramification with a simplified Galois group
at the expense of a potentially larger branch locus.
Strong auxiliary covers arising from one-point covers have the fol-
lowing property:
Proposition 3.4. If the strong auxiliary cover of a one-point cover
with prime-to-p branching ramifies, it is of multiplicative type.
Proof. Let X¯b be an e´tale tail of X¯
str with effective ramification in-
variant σb. We have seen that passing to the strong auxiliary cover
preserves effective ramification invariants, so by Proposition 2.2 and
Theorem 2.3,
∑
〈σb〉 = 1. If there were only one e´tale tail, this would
mean that σb = 1 and f
str would be unramified, a contradiction. So
we assume there are at least two e´tale tails. Then by Lemma 2.1, each
σb is a non-integer, so that each e´tale tail has mb > 1. So, applying
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Proposition 2.2, we see that
∑
〈σb〉 =
∑
ai
m
= 1, so that
∑
a1 = m and
f str is of multiplicative type.

Corollary 3.5. Let f : Y → E be a branched one-point cover with bad
reduction and prime-to-p branching indices. Then the stable model of
f has multiplicative reduction over the original component.
Proof. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.4, any semistable model of the strong
auxiliary cover, f str, has multiplicative reduction over the original com-
ponent. Since f str is a prime-to-p quotient of the auxiliary cover faux,
any semistable model of faux will also have multiplicative reduction
over the original component. The cover, f , will be isomorphic to the
disjoint union of copies of faux over an e´tale neighborhood of the origi-
nal component, so that the stable model of f will also have multiplica-
tive reduction over the original component, as we wanted.

4. Potentially Good Reduction
Now let f : Y → X be a cover as in §2 with the additional re-
quirement that X ∼= E, an elliptic curve having good reduction over
K.
Lemma 4.1. Let f : Y → E be an e´tale cover defined over K of the
elliptic curve E, where E has good reduction over K. Then f has good
reduction over K.
Proof. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, Y must also be an elliptic
curve, so f is an isogeny. Isogenous elliptic curves either both have good
or bad reduction over a given field (see, for instance, [11], Corollary 7.2);
since E has good reduction, so must Y , so that f has good reduction,
as we wanted.

Lemma 4.2. Let f : X → E be one-point cover with abelian Galois
group G. Then f is, indeed, an e´tale cover f : X → E.
Proof. The e´tale fundamental group π1(E\{O}) of E\{O} has the pre-
sentation {a, b, c | aba−1b−1c = 1}. The map π1(E \ {O}) → G factors
via the abelianization π1(E \{O})→ π1(E \{O})
ab = {ab | aba−1b−1 =
1} = π1(E), so that f corresponds to an element of π1(E). So the map
f is, indeed, e´tale, as we wanted.

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In particular, one-point covers having abelian Galois groups must
have good reduction.
The following is analogous to [6], Lemma 4.5:
Lemma 4.3. Let f : Y → E be a ramified cover, branched at r ≥ 1
points, with tame branching indices; let V¯ be an irreducible compo-
nent above the original component above the original component with
decomposition group DV¯ . Then mDV¯ > 1.
Proof. It suffices to work with the strong auxiliary cover f str, which,
in light of Lemma 4.2, we assume has more than one branch point. It
will be enough to show that the decomposition group of a component
above the original component is not a p-group.
The cover f str has a Z/mGstr -quotient cover given (as, for instance,
in §2) birationally by zm = fr · fu, where the rational function fr
corresponds to the divisor
∑ρ
1
aiPi on E, with 0 < ai < m. It then
suffices to show that the reduction of fr is not an m
th power in k(X).
The branch points of f specialize to distinct points on the special
fiber, so we have at least r different residue classes among them. By
Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3,
∑ρ
i=1 ai = m · r, so that some subset
of the ai satisfy 0 <
∑
ai < m. So the factor fr does not reduce to an
mth power, as we wanted.

The following is the key step in the proof of good reduction and is
analogous to [6], Proposition 5.1. We recall the statement; the proof
is identical in our situation, with Lemma 4.3 assuming the role of [6],
Lemma 4.5.
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a finite group with nontrivial cyclic Sylow
p-subgroup; let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p; let
K0 = Frac(W (k)) and let K be a finite extension with e(K) <
p−1
mG
,
where e(K) is the absolute ramification index of K; let f : Y → E
be a G-cover defined over K, where E is an elliptic curve having good
reduction over the valuation ring R of K, branched at the distinct K-
points {x1, . . . , xr}, with r ≥ 1; suppose that the branch points of f
specialize to distinct points on the special fiber of the good model of E
over R. If f has bad reduction, then the stable model of f does not
have multiplicative reduction over the original component.
We then obtain the following by applying this to the r = 1 case.
Theorem 4.5. Let G be a finite group with cyclic Sylow p-subgroup.
Let K be as in Proposition 4.4 and let f : Y → E be a one-point
G-cover defined over K. Then f has potentially good reduction.
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Proof. If f is unbranched, then f has good reduction by Lemma 4.1.
Otherwise, [9], Lemme 4.2.13, implies that the branching indices of
f are tame. If f were to have bad reduction, Corollary 3.5 would
imply that f has multiplicative reduction over the original component,
contrary to Proposition 4.4. So f has potentially good reduction.

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